Abstract. In this paper, we give the first construction of a pseudorandom generator, with seed length O(log n), for CC 0 [p], the class of constant-depth circuits with unbounded fan-in MOD p gates, for some prime p. More accurately, the seed length of our generator is O(log n) for any constant error > 0. In fact, we obtain our generator by fooling distributions generated by low-degree polynomials, over F p , when evaluated on the Boolean cube. This result significantly extends previous constructions that either required a long seed (Luby et al. 1993) or could only fool the distribution generated by linear functions over
Introduction
A pseudorandom generator (PRG for short), over a domain D, 1 for a family of tests T is an explicit function G : D r → D n such that no test T ∈ T can distinguish a random output of G from truly uniform input elements in D n . Namely, Ideally, one would like to have the seed r as short as possible and the error to be as small as possible. A pseudorandom generator is considered efficient if the seed length is O(log n) (as in this case, for some applications, one can enumerate over all seeds to find a 'good' one). Pseudorandom generators have been a major object of study in theoretical computer science for several decades and have found applications in the area of computational complexity, cryptography, algorithms design, and more (see Arora & Barak 2009; Goldreich 2008) . A family of tests that was widely considered in the literature is low-degree polynomials over finite fields. Before stating the formal definition of a PRG for low-degree polynomials, we fix some notation: let f be a function, and D, a distribution over the inputs of f . We denote by f (D) the output distribution of f given inputs sampled according to D. For a set S, we denote by f (S) the output distribution given that the inputs are uniformly sampled in S (for example, f ({0, 1} n ) is the distribution of f over uniform input bits). PRGs for linear polynomials over F 2 were first constructed in Naor & Naor (1993) who gave PRGs with O(log n + log(1/ )) seed length. The distributions constructed in Naor & Naor (1993) are also known as -biased distributions. Alon et al. extended this construction to work over arbitrary finite fields (Alon et al. 1992) . In Luby et al. (1993) , a pseudorandom generator for bounded degree polynomials over finite fields was given.
2 The seed length of Luby et al. (1993) was not optimal and was later improved in a sequence of works (Bogdanov & Viola 2010; Lovett 2009; Viola 2009) . Note that all these generators take as input vectors from F r p and output vectors in F n p . In , Meka & Zuckerman (2009) , a different kind of PRGs for linear polynomials were obtained. Both works constructed a PRG G : {0, 1} r → {0, 1} n that fools distributions generated by linear polynomials over F p , when evaluated on {0, 1} n . Namely, if f = n i=1 α i x i is a linear polynomial over F p , then the two distributions f (G({0, 1} r )) and f ({0, 1} n ) are close to each other. Thus, although f is a polynomial over F p , they restrict their attention to the behavior of f on Boolean inputs. Their PRGs have, like the -biased distributions of Naor & Naor (1993) and Alon et al. (1992) , seed length r = O(log n + log(1/ )). We call such a generator a bit-pseudorandom generator. We shall later give a more formal definition of bit-PRGs.
Another family of tests that received a lot of attention is bounded depth circuits (i.e., AC 0 circuits). This is the class of constant-depth circuits with unbounded fan-in AND, OR, and NOT gates. AC 0 is probably the most intensively studied class of small-depth circuits. Ajtai (1983) and Håstad (1986) showed cc 22 (2012) that the PARITY function cannot be approximated by any 'small' AC 0 circuit. Specifically, no AC 0 circuit of size exp (n O(1) ) agrees with parity on more than 1 2 + exp (−n O(1) ) fraction of inputs, where the hidden constants depend on the depth of the circuit. In other words, the correlation of PARITY with AC 0 is (almost) exponentially small. This result was later used by Nisan (1991) for constructing efficient pseudorandom generators for AC 0 (these pseudorandom generators use r = polylog(n) bits). This approach was generalized by Nisan & Wigderson (1994) who showed that the correlation bounds can be used to build pseudorandom generators against complexity classes, where the seed length is roughly the inverse of the correlation bounds obtained. Pseudorandom generators for AC 0 were also obtained using a different approach. Following a breakthrough by Bazzi (2009 ), Braverman (2010 showed that any polylog-wise independent distribution is pseudorandom for AC 0 circuits, thus settling a conjecture of Linial & Nisan (1990) . AC 0 [p] is another well-studied class of circuits, consisting of all constant-depth circuits with unbounded fan-in AND, OR, NOT, and MOD p gates (a MOD p gate outputs 1 if the sum of its inputs is divisible by p, and 0 otherwise). In contrast to the impressive success in constructing pseudorandom generators for AC 0 , no PRGs are known for AC 0 [p]. One reason is that no strong correlation lower bounds are known for this class. Razborov (1987) and Smolensky (1987) proved exponential lower bounds for AC 0 [p] circuits, and their results also imply correlation lower bounds, although those are much weaker than the ones known for AC 0 . Namely, they showed that the MOD q function has correlation roughly 1/ √ n with AC 0 [p] when p and q are co-prime. We note that to apply the pseudorandom generator construction of Nisan & Wigderson (1994) , one requires correlation bounds of at most 1/n to obtain any non-trivial result. The class of AC 0 [m] where m is not a prime power is only very weakly understood; in particular, currently we cannot separate it from NP! A recent breakthrough result of Williams (2011) gives the only known lower bounds for this class-it shows that AC 0 [m] does not contain NEXP. Smolensky (1987) , no pseudorandom generator better than the one constructed in Luby et al. (1993) (whose seed length is r = exp( √ log n)) is known for it. Our main result is an explicit pseudorandom generator fooling any CC 0 [p] circuit while using only r = O(log n) random bits, for any fixed error > 0. Actually, our construction gives pseudorandom generators for low-degree polynomials over finite fields, from which the result for CC 0 [p] follows: let F p be a prime finite field. The MOD p function can be computed by a degree p − 1 polynomial over F p 
n is a bit-pseudorandom generator for degree d polynomials over F p if the output distribution of G over a uniform seed is a bit-pseudorandom distribution for degree d polynomials.
Notice the difference between this definition and Definition 1.1 where one has to fool the distribution of the polynomial when evaluated over the entire space and not just over the Boolean cube. As mentioned above, PRGs for polynomials over small finite fields were studied in several works (Bogdanov & Viola 2010; Lovett 2009; Luby et al. 1993; Viola 2009 ). The best result to date is by Viola.
684 Lovett et al. cc 22 (2012) The problem of constructing bit-pseudorandom generators for linear polynomials (i.e., the case of d = 1) was first studied by ), Meka & Zuckerman (2009 
n by raising each element of D to the p − 1 power. ), Meka & Zuckerman (2009 discovered the following construction for a bit-pseudorandom generator for linear polynomials over F p : the bitwise-XOR of the p − 1 power of a pseudorandom distribution for degree (p − 1) polynomial over F p , and a k-wise independent distribution. We note that it is actually possible to replace k-wise independence by almost k-wise independence and this is crucial for obtaining good parameters as done in , Meka & Zuckerman (2009) . For our result, it suffices to state the theorem for k-wise independence, since for higher degrees, the dependence on p and becomes much worse. Theorem 1.4 , Meka & Zuckerman 2009 
where Our proof of Theorem 1.5 is based on two new structural results for low-degree polynomials, over finite fields, which may be of independent interest:
The first result is on the Fourier spectrum of such polynomials.
where ω = e 2πi/p is a primitive p-root of unity, and x, α = n i=1 x i α i is the inner product of x and α. The structural result we prove is that the Fourier coefficients of any low-degree polynomial cannot be spread over many disjoint sets. In other words, we show 686 Lovett et al. cc 22 (2012) that one can always find a small set S ⊂ [n] such that almost all Fourier coefficients intersect S (that is, have some nonzero entry inside S). We note that while Theorem 1.5 is interesting only for odd p, as for p = 2, it reduces to the case of pseudorandom distributions, the following structural result is non-trivial also for polynomials over F 2 .
Theorem 1.7. For every prime finite field
where α S is the restriction of α to coordinates in S. In other words, almost all nonzero Fourier coefficients of f intersect S.
Our second structural result concerns the structure of polynomials with the following property. Denote with U p the distribution over {0, 1} n where each bit is chosen independently to be 0 with probability 1/p and 1 with probability 1 − 1/p. We call U p the p-biased distribution. We show that if the distributions f (U p ) and f ({0, 1} n ) are -far, then f can be approximated, over {0, 1}
n , by a function of a small number of lower degree polynomials. To formally state our theorem, we need some definitions.
is determined by the linear function (x) = x 1 + · · · + x n . Notice that as a quadratic polynomial over F p , the rank of g (i.e., the minimal number of linear functions required to compute g on inputs from F n p ) is either n − 1 or n, depending on p. ♦ Our second structural result is the following.
and the function C(·, ·) is as defined in the statement of Theorem 1.7.
In fact, for our proof, we require such a polynomial g that approximates f with respect to (an affine shift of) U p , but we find this stronger statement more appealing.
Proof overview.
We sketch below the proof of Theorem 1.5. Our proof is carried by induction on the degree d and uses Theorem 1.7 and (a variant of) Theorem 1.10 as important technical ingredients. Let Regular polynomials. Consider the p-biased distribution U p . This distribution can be simulated by low-degree polynomials over F p : let x ∈ F n p be chosen uniformly at random; then,
. Then, f is a polynomial of degree (p − 1)d, and the distributions f (F n p ) and f (U p ) are identical. In particular, any distribution fooling degree (p−1)d polynomials over F p (such as those guaranteed by Theorem 1.3) also fools f (U p ).
We call a polynomial f regular if it cannot distinguish between the uniform distribution over {0, 1}
n and the p-biased distribution U p . Then, the above argument shows that one can simply use a pseudorandom generator for f to get a pseudorandom generator for f . Hence, it is not hard to deduce the following lemma.
Non-regular polynomials. We now have to deal with nonregular polynomials, that is, polynomials that distinguish between uniform bits and the p-biased distribution. This is the main challenge we tackle in the paper. In fact, we will show that this property that a degree d polynomial can distinguish between uniform bits and the p-biased distribution is so strong that bitpseudorandom generators for degree d − 1 polynomials with small enough error suffice to fool any such degree d polynomial. The proof consists of two steps. First, we prove Theorem 3.4 (which is close in spirit to Theorem 1.10) that shows that f can be well approximated, with respect to (an affine shift of) U p , by a few polynomials of degree d − 1. We then prove that any distribution that fools degree d − 1 polynomials (over {0, 1} n ) also fools f in Lemma 3.5.
We now explain the idea behind the proof of Theorem 3.4. Bogdanov & Viola (2010) 
is far from the uniform distribution over F p , then f can be well approximated by a function of a few polynomials of lower degree. Following this motivating example, we would like to prove that if f (U p ) is far from uniform (a similar property can be easily obtained from the fact that f is not regular,
see Claim 3.3), then f can be well approximated over U p by lower degree polynomials. However, the case of f (F n p ) being far from uniform can be solved relatively easily by considering directional derivatives, as the input space is invariant under shifts (i.e., the mapping x → x + a for a ∈ F n p maps the uniform distribution over F n p to itself). In our case, the input distribution U p is not invariant under shifts, which creates a major obstacle for using existing techniques.
To overcome this obstacle, we first 'complete' f to a polynomial over F n p that carries similar properties. Define 
However, in our case, we need a stronger property to hold. Define the support of y to be the set of nonzero entries in y: Supp(y) = {i ∈ [n] : y i = 0}. We would like to show that f ⊕a can be approximated by a few directional derivatives having small supports (the reason for requiring small support will become clearer in Claim 5.7). To obtain this, we need Theorem 1.7 that shows that most of the Fourier weight of f ⊕a is supported on coefficients that intersect a relatively small set S. Using this theorem, we get 
This is still not enough as the derivatives of f ⊕a have degree (p − 1)d − 1. However, we further show that sparse directional derivatives of f ⊕a can be calculated by directional derivatives of f and a few variables.
690 Lovett et al. cc 22 (2012) Claim (Claim 5.7, informal statement). Any directional derivative f ⊕a y (x) can be computed by some function of f y (x) and {x i : i ∈ Supp(y)}.
We prove this claim by showing that any derivatives of f ⊕a , with respect to a direction supported on S, satisfies (f ⊕a ) y (x) = f w (x p−1 ⊕ a) for some w that depends only on y and a and is supported on S. Combining Claim 5.5 and Claim 5.7 yields the required approximation of f .
To complete the picture, we shortly remark on the proof of Theorem 1.7. The proof is by induction on the degree using Fourier analysis. The basic idea is that for every linear subspace A ⊆ F n p we have that
With this useful inequality, we break the analysis into two cases depending on whether f has a high Fourier coefficient or not. If all of f 's Fourier coefficients are small, then we construct S in the following way: we pick a constant dimensional subspace A at random. For each derivative f a , where a ∈ A, we find a set S a as guaranteed by the induction hypothesis (for some depending on and d). Finally, we set S to be the union of all the S a -s. When f has a high Fourier coefficient, we approximate f using a small number of lower degree polynomials and set S to be the union of their corresponding sets.
Paper organization.
In Section 2, we fix some notations. We prove our main theorem, Theorem 1.5, in Section 3. The proof is based on Theorem 3.4 whose proof is given in Section 5, where we also prove Theorem 1.10. The proof of Theorem 3.4 relies on Theorem 1.7 that we prove in Section 6. We conclude and give some open problems in Section 8. For completeness, we sketch the proof for the linear case of Theorem 1.5 (i.e., d = 1) in Section 7.1.
Preliminaries
We will be working over a fixed prime finite field n ) denotes the distribution of f over uniform bits. Let U p ⊂ {0, 1} n be the distribution in which we choose each bit independently to be 0 with probability 1 p and to be 1 with probability 1 −
If the statistical distance is at most , the distributions are said to be -close. If the statistical distance is at least , the distributions are said to be -far. It is easy to verify that statistical distance satisfies the triangle inequality.
n is said to be k-wise independent if for any k distinct indices i 1 , . . . , i k ∈ [n], the distribution K that restricted to these indices is uniform over 
Bit-pseudorandom generator for low-degree polynomials
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.5. As sketched in Section 1.2, we first prove the theorem for the (easy) case of regular polynomials (a notion that we shall soon define) and then for non-regular polynomials.
692 Lovett et al. cc 22 (2012) 
Regular polynomials. Recall the definition of p-biased distribution.
Definition 3.1. The p-biased distribution U p ⊂ {0, 1} n is the distribution in which we choose each bit independently to be 0 with probability 1 p and to be 1 with probability 1 −
The following lemma shows that if f is a regular polynomial, then it is fooled by the p − 1 power of a pseudorandom distribution for degree (p − 1)d polynomials. 
Non-regular polynomials.
We now turn to study nonregular polynomials. These are polynomials that can distinguish between the uniform distribution over {0, 1} n and the p-biased distribution. The main tool in the proof is (a variant of) Theorem 1.10 that shows that non-regular polynomials possess a very special structure. Namely, that a non-regular polynomial can be well approximated by a function of a small number of lower degree polynomials.
We will start by proving that non-regular polynomials admit a non-uniform distribution when applied to inputs sampled from some shift of a p-biased distribution. For a distribution D ⊂ {0, 1} n and an element a ∈ {0, 1} n denote by D ⊕ a, the distribution generated by bitwise-XORing the element a to all elements of D. Proof. If f (U p ⊕ a 0 ) and f ({0, 1} n ) are -far, at least one of them is /2-far from the uniform distribution over F p . If it is f (U p ⊕ a 0 ), then we are done with a = a 0 . Otherwise assume that f ({0, 1} n ) is /2-far from the uniform distribution over F p . We can generate the uniform distribution over {0, 1}
n by first choosing a ∈ {0, 1} n uniformly at random, and then bitwise-XORing it to the distribution U p . In other words, the uniform distribution over {0, 1}
n is a convex combination of the distributions
We recall the definition of bit-rank given in Section 1.1. 
The following theorem shows that non-regular polynomials have a low bit-rank. We shall later deduce Theorem 1.10 from it. We defer the proof of the theorem to Section 5. The next lemma shows that if a degree d + 1 polynomial f (x) can be approximated, under some shift of the p-biased distribution, by a function with a low d-bit-rank, then bit-pseudorandom distributions for degree d polynomials also fool f .
n it holds that
To ease the reading, we first show how to obtain Theorem 1.5 using Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.5. The proof of Lemma 3.5 is given in Section 4, and the proof of Theorem 3.4 is given in Section 5. We now proceed with the induction. Let d > 1, and let f (x) be a polynomial of degree d + 1. We divide the analysis into two cases. First, assume that for all a ∈ {0, 1} n , the distribution of
Proof of
We now handle the case that
is ( /4)-far from uniform. Let δ > 0 to be determined later. Applying Theorem 3.4, there exists a function g : {0,
n is a bit-pseudorandom distribution for degree d polynomials with error ξ (that will be determined soon), then f (D ) and f ({0, 1} n ) are τ -close for
where c 1 = p 2 (p−1)(d+1) and c 2 = 4p·2 (p−1)(d+1) . In order to get τ ≤ , we set δ = /2c 2 and ξ = /2c p c +c 1
. Substituting the parameters yields the bound 1/ξ ≤ exp(exp ((1/ ) O(4 (p−1)(d+1) ) ).
We now put things together. Let D 2 ⊂ F n p be a pseudorandom distribution for degree (p − 1)d polynomials with error δ = δ (p, d, ξ) . To conclude the proof, we note that as
and
as claimed.
Approximately low bit-rank polynomials
In this section, we give the proof of Lemma 3.5. We first give an overview of the proof.
Step 1. The first step in the proof is showing that if f is a degree d + 1 polynomial which can be approximated by a function g of low d-bit-rank, then there is a distribution on functions G, such that every function in the support of G has a low d-bit-rank and such that for every x ∈ F n p , it holds that Pr h∈G [f (x) = h(x)] ≥ 1 − δ (Lemma 4.4). That is, we move from one function that compute f on most of the space to a distribution that is 'good' for every point x. The main idea behind the proof of this step is to use the selfcorrection properties of low-degree polynomials (Claim 4.1). This step is the main technical part of the proof. Step 2. In the second step, we show that if a function has low d-bit-rank, then any bit-pseudorandom distribution for degree d polynomials fools it. The argument here is quite straightforward (Claim 4.6).
Step 3. Finally, we show that if a function can be computed using a distribution on functions that have low d-bit-rank (as we achieved in Step 1 above), then it is fooled by bit-pseudorandom distributions for degree d polynomials (Claim 4.8).
4.1.
Step 1. From average case to worst case approximation.
As in the overview above, we start by showing that there exists a distribution on low d-bit-rank functions that correctly computes f everywhere (w.h.p.). To construct such a distribution, we shall refer to the self-correction properties of polynomials over F p . Using these properties, we will show that we can construct G by (roughly) considering many shifts of g (the polynomial that computes f on a 1 − δ fraction of F n p ). We start with the following well-known fact. 
It is easy to verify that if f has degree d + 1, then f y has degree at most
. . , y d+2 , iteratively, we obtain the constant zero function. That is, f y 1 ,...,y d+2 (x) ≡ 0. The claim follows as, by definition,
The following is an easy corollary. For every x, y 1 , . . . , y t ∈ F n p and a ∈ {0, 1} n , the following holds
where α i , β i are defined as follows. If a i = 0, then α i = 1, β i = 0, and if a i = 1, then α i = −1, β i = 1. The claim is proved by applying Claim 4.1 to the polynomial g ⊕a .
We now show that a shift of a low bit-rank polynomial also has low bit-rank.
Proof. Assume bit-rank d (g) = k. Consequently, there are k degree d polynomials f 1 , . . . , f k and a mapping Γ :
We will conclude the proof by showing that each
. As we applied an affine linear transformation to the inputs
Pseudorandom generators for CC
Let G be a distribution over functions g : {0, 1} n → F p . The d-bit-rank of G is defined to be the maximal d-bit-rank of a function in the support of G. The following lemma concludes the idea sketched above and shows that if f is close to a function with a low bit-rank, then there is a distribution on low bit-rank functions that pointwise computes f .
Assume that there is a function g : {0, 1}
n → F p such that bit-rank d (g) = k and such that for some a ∈ {0, 1} n it holds that
Then, there is a distribution G on functions such that bit-rank
Proof. We start by noting that the distribution U p ⊕ a is equivalent to the distribution of x p−1 ⊕ a for uniform x ∈ F n p . By our assumption, we have that
Applying Corollary 4.2 to f , which is a degree d + 1 polynomial, we obtain
n . Let y 1 , . . . , y t ∈ F n p be chosen uniformly at random, and note that for any non-empty I ⊆ [t], the distribution of x + i∈I y i is uniform over F n p . Therefore, for every I = ∅, it holds that
As x p−1 = x for x ∈ {0, 1} n , we have that for such x-s f (x p−1 ⊕a) = f (x ⊕ a). Therefore, by Equation ((4.5)) and the union bound, we get 700 Lovett et al. cc 22 (2012) Pr
Hence, for every x ∈ {0, 1} n , we have
For any setting of y 1 , . . . , y t ∈ F n p , define
Let G denote the distribution over the functions h (y 1 ,...,yt) obtained by sampling y 1 , . . . , y t ∈ F n p uniformly at random. We conclude that for every x ∈ {0, 1} n , it holds that
To complete the proof, we bound the
, and by Claim 4.3, we know that bit-rank
Steps 2 and 3.
Fooling approximately low bit-rank polynomials. We start by arguing that bit-pseudorandom distributions for degree d polynomials also fool functions with low d-bit-rank.
n be a bit-pseudorandom distribution for degree d polynomials with error . Then, g(D) and g({0,
n is chosen uniformly at random. Similarly, denote with D 2 ⊂ F k p the joint distribution of (f 1 (x) We next prove that if a degree (d+1) polynomial f can be pointwise approximated by a distribution with a low d-bit-rank, then f is in fact fooled by bit-pseudorandom distributions for degree d polynomials.
702 Lovett et al. cc 22 (2012) Proof. We need to bound
Let E ⊂ {0, 1} n be some distribution. We now prove that for every t ∈ F p , it holds that
First, note that
Therefore, we get that
The claim now follows, as
The proof of Lemma 3.5 now follows easily.
Proof (Lemma 3.5). By Lemma 4.4, there is a distribution G on functions such that bit-
Applying Claim 4.8, we get that the distance between f (D) and f ({0, 1} n ) is bounded by
The structure of non-regular polynomials
In this section, we give the proof of Theorem 3.4. To ease the reading, we repeat it here.
Theorem (Theorem 3.4). Before giving the actual proof, we first give an overview of the main steps.
704 Lovett et al. cc 22 (2012) Step 1: We start by showing that if f is non-regular, that is, f distinguishes between uniform bits and p-biased distribution, then it must have a somewhat large 'Fourier coefficient' with respect to the distribution U p ⊕ a (Corollary 5.2).
Step 2: Defining f ⊕a (x) = f (x p−1 ⊕ a), it follows that f ⊕a is a degree (p − 1)(d + 1) polynomial that has a (relatively) high bias. In addition, Theorem 1.7 implies that there is a relatively small set of variables S such that the weight of the Fourier mass of f ⊕a , that is, supported onS, is small.
Step 3: Next, we show that if a polynomial has the two properties found in Step 2, then it can be well approximated by (a function of) a small number of its derivatives and the variables in S. More precisely, given the values of the variables in S as well as the values of a small number of derivatives of the polynomial, the value of the polynomial is determined at almost all of {0, 1}
n . This is the main technical part of the proof (Claim 5.5 and Corollary 5.6). Intuitively, the idea is the following: note that when f (0) = 0, we have that ω −f (x) = f (0) −1 E y∈F n p ω fy (x) . In our case, we show that we can actually get ω −f (x) ≈ f (0) −1 E y∈F S p ω fy (x) for most x's, where F S p is the set of n-tuples in F p that are supported on S, that is, n-tuples that take value 0 outside S. The reason being that w f takes discrete values that are 'far' from each other, and the average contribution of the derivatives in directions that are not supported on S is small (this follows, after some manipulations, from the structure guaranteed by Theorem 1.7).
Step 4: Using the fact that f ⊕a (x) = f (x p−1 ⊕ a), we show that each derivative of f ⊕a is actually a function of a small number of the derivatives of f and the variables in S (Claim 5.7).
Step 5: From the above steps, we get that f (x p−1 ⊕ a) can be well approximated by the variables in S and a small number of derivatives f z (x p−1 ⊕ a). In the last step of the proof, we show that we can actually replace the variables in {x i : i ∈ S} with {x p−1 i ⊕ a : i ∈ S}. From this, we shall conclude that f can be well We now go to the formal proof according to the steps sketched above.
5.1.
Steps 1 and 2. Finding structure in the Fourier spectrum.
We start with an easy claim regarding Fourier coefficients of distributions. Abusing notations, given a distribution D ⊆ F p , we identify it with the function D : 
|D(t) −Û(t)| 2 ,
where the last equality follows from the Parseval identity. Aŝ U(t) = 0 for t = 0 andD(0) =Û (0) (grant 339/10). An extended abstract of this paper has appeared as Lovett et al. (2010) . We thank Mahdi Cheraghchi for pointing out a small inaccuracy in an earlier version of this paper and the anonymous reviewers for a careful reading of the paper and many helpful suggestions.
